NOTE: UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED,
1. ALL CAPACITORS, RESISTORS 0603.

CUSTOMER NOTICE
LINEAR TECHNOLOGY HAS MADE A GREAT EFFORT TO DESIGN A
SCHEMATIC THAT MEETS CUSTOMER-SUPPLIED SPECIFICATIONS.
THE CIRCUIT IS AVAILABLE TO CUSTOMERS FOR EVALUATION.
APPLICATIONS SERIOUSLY AFFECT CIRCUIT PERFORMANCE OR RELIABILITY, CONTACT LINEAR
TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS ENGINEERS FOR ASSISTANCE.

ASSY | LC | Item | R2A | R2B | Co1, 13, 15 | Co16, 17, 19 | Co20, 26 | Co30, 34 | Co33, 37
---- | --- | ---- | --- | --- | --------- | --------- | -------- | -------- | -------- |-------- | -------- |-------- |
-A   | U1, U2 | 10K | OPT | OPT | 22uf | OPT | OPT | OPT | OPT | OPT | OPT | OPT |
-B   | U1, U2, U3 | 10uf | 0  | 0  | 22uf | OPT | 100uf | OPT | 470uf | OPT | OPT | OPT |
-C   | U1, U2, U3, U4 | 10uf | OPT | 0  | 22uf | 22uf | 22uf | 100uf | 100uf | 470uf | 470uf | 470uf | 470uf |
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CIRCUIT DESIGNED TO MEET SPECIFICATIONS SUPPLIED BY CUSTOMER.